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PRAISE FOR ON LEADERSHIP
“No one can doubt the power of individuals to make a difference after reading 
Don Palmisano’s inspirational book. On Leadership is needed nourishment in a 
desert of cynicism and selfishness.”
 —Philip Howard, bestselling author of The Death of Common Sense

“Informative and well-written, this book will appeal to managers at all levels 
looking to become effective leaders and will be especially helpful to those just 
entering the management arena.” —Publishers Weekly

Every day, leaders around the world make decisions that affect millions of peo-
ple. Sometimes—such as Nelson Mandela and the fight against apartheid—
our leaders inspire positive change on a grand scale. But at other times—such 
as the various leaders who failed to respond adequately to Hurricane Katrina—
poor leadership yields disastrous outcomes. Anyone can claim to be a leader in 
times of calm, but crisis situations sift the true visionaries from the false ones. 

Fortunately, effective leadership is a skill that can be taught, especially through 
the study of exemplary figures of the past. In each chapter of On Leadership, 
Dr. Donald J. Palmisano cites an example of positive or negative action as a 
source from which to glean essential leadership lessons. Here, readers will learn  
practical strategies for becoming true leaders. On Leadership provides crucial ad-
vice for those who aspire to become effective leaders in any position.

DonalD J. Palmisano m.D., J.D., is a graduate of Tulane Medical 
School and Loyola Law School. Former president of the AMA, 
he serves on the Board of Governors of the National Patient 
Safety Foundation, the Board of Governors of Tulane Medical 
School, the editorial board of the Journal of Patient Safety, and 

the Board of Governors of The Doctors Company. He posts regularly at 
www.twitter.com/DJPNEWS and www.onleadership.us. He lives in New 
Orleans, Louisiana, and teaches leadership in medicine as Clinical Professor 
at Tulane. 
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Essential Principles for Business, 
Political, and Personal success
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